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Torah Blessings

When one is “called” to the Torah one has an 
“ aliyah.”  means “going up.” The 
person receiving an  says blessings before 
and after the reading of the Torah. Originally, and 
sometimes still, the person who has the  also 
reads his or her portion of the Torah. 

Question: What do you think is the “up” in being 
called to the Torah?

Different synagogues read Torah differently. 
Traditionally, Torah is read on Monday and 
Thursday mornings, and twice on Shabbat 
(morning and afternoon). Today some synagogues 
read Torah on Friday night. Traditionally, there are 
three  that connect to each Torah reading. 
On Shabbat morning the tradition calls for seven 
 and a person called the  who will go 
on to read the . On Jewish holidays there 
can be four, five or six . Some synagogues 
read fewer than the traditional number of . 
We say a blessing both before and after reading 
Torah. Very few acts in the Jewish tradition get 
blessings both before and after. We bless before 
and after eating. We bless both before and after 
reading , , and the Purim Megillah. 
The Talmud connects eating to the other three. 
It explains that food nourishes our bodies while 
 feeds our souls. Food keeps us alive while 
 plants within us eternal life (Brakhot 21a).

Question: How does the  give us eternal life?
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The Torah Blessings
Before the Torah Reading

	 BLESS	ADONAI—the	One-Who	is	BLESSED.	  .�

	 (Yes)	BLESSED	is	ADONAI—		  .�
 the	One-Who	is	BLESSED	forever	and	beyond.

	 BLESSED	are	You,	ADONAI	  .3

	 OUR	God,	Ruler	of	the	cosmos	  .4

	 Who	CHOSE	US	from	all	the	nations	   .5

	 Who	draws	us	close	to	Your	service.	 * 

	 And	Who	GAVE	US	the	TORAH.	  .6

	 BLESSED	are	You,	ADONAI,	GIVER	of	the	TORAH.	  .7

After the Torah Reading

	 BLESSED	are	You,	ADONAI,	  .8

	 OUR	God,	Ruler	of	the	cosmos	  .9

	 Who	GAVE	US	the	TORAH	of	TRUTH	  .�0

	 And	PLANTED	within	us	ETERNAL	LIFE.	  .��

	 BLESSED	are	You,	ADONAI,	GIVER	of	the	TORAH.	  .��

*from the Reconstructionist Siddur
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Choosing/Chosen
The opening Torah blessing centers on the idea that God chose the Jewish people. This is an 
idea found in the Torah, Midrash and Talmud, but it is also an idea that has made many modern 
Jews uncomfortable. Here are a number of different ways that different siddurim have dealt 
with this passage. (A) is the traditional version that is also usually found in Orthodox and 
Conservative synagogues. (B) is the version found in most Reform synagogues. (C) is the version 
created by Abraham Geiger, founder of Reform Judaism. (D) is the version created by Mordechai 
Kaplan, the founder of Reconstructionist Judaism, and it is still the prime version found in 
Reconstructionist siddurim.

A.  —Who chose us from all the nations (traditional)

B.  —Who called us from all people (Union Prayer Book)

C. —Who gave us a religious vocation (Abraham Geiger)

D. —Who hast drawn us to Your service (Mordechai Kaplan)

Questions
1.	Which	Hebrew	text	is	used	in	your	synagogue?
2.	Which	English	understanding	is	used	in	your	synagogue?
3.	Which	one	would	you	prefer?


Can you see the three letters  in these words?

gave =
gives =

will give =

            . 1

            . 2

             . 3

Practice these phrases and circle all the words that contain the root .

root analysis
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How to have an 
1. Walk up on the bimah. Shake the appropriate hands.

2. The Torah reader will open the scroll and point to the place where the Torah reading will 
begin. Take your , use a corner to touch that place, and then bring the  to your lips.

3. Hold each of the Torah rollers in a hand, roll the scroll together, and say the opening .
4. Let go with your left hand but hold onto the right roller with your right hand as the Torah is 

read.

5. When the reading is finished, take the scroll in both hands, one on each roller, close the scroll, 
and say the closing .

6. Move to the left and wait for the next person to finish his or her . When that person is 
done you can shake hands and return to your seat. On the way many people will shake your 
hand and say  or  (may your strength increase).

Question: Why is a Torah honor called an  (a going up)?



Take your best 
guess at the  
      meaning of this 
text. Your teacher 
will help you with 
your translation.

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

words
who = 

chose = 
all = 

nations = 

in/with = /
us, our = 

from = 
the = 

to/for = /

word parts




 




Review the vocabulary and make your best guess at the meaning of the opening .

translation
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  .�

  .3

  .4

  .5

   .6

  .7

  .8

   .9

  .�0

   .��

  .��

Practice these words and phrases.
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 blessed = 
 bless (plural) = 
 the One Who is blessed = 

  .1

  .2

  .3

  .4

   .5

  .6

  .7

  
Can you see the three letters  in these words? 
It is found in every 

Practice these words and phrases. Circle all the words that contain the root .

root analysis
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_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________











to/for = /

us, our = 
the = 

truth = 
life = 

inside = 

      Take your  
best guess at the 
meaning of this 
text. Your teacher 
will help you with 
your translation.

word parts words

    



translation

Review the vocabulary and make your best guess at the meaning of the closing  .
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The Temple was in Jerusalem. It was the one place where all Jews went to 
connect to God. It was a place of community, prayer, and Torah. In the Temple 
there were three copies of the Torah. In each there was one mistake. They were 

the oldest and best copies. These were used to check all other Torah scrolls that were 
written (Masekhet Sofrim 6.4). The king and the priests used to read Torah to the people in 
the Temple (Sotah 7.7-8). It is probable that in those days the Temple was the only place 
that a copy of the Torah could be found.

We don’t know when local synagogues got started. We suspect that it happened 
before the first Temple was destroyed and before the Jewish people were exiled 
to Babylonia. We suspect that the synagogue became more important to the 
Jewish people during the Babylonian exile. We know that the synagogue remained 
important once they returned.

Ezra’s Moment
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One Rosh ha-Shanah 
after the Jewish people 
returned from Babylonia, 
Ezra the Scribe gathered 
the people in the square 
by the Water Gate. 
He took a Torah scroll 
and climbed on a high 
wooden tower and read 
Torah to the people. As 
part of the ceremony he 
said words that were very 
much like  
“.” 
The people then 
responded in a way that 
was very much like  
“” (Nehemiah 8). He showed the text to the people in a way 
that was very much like the way we make  hagbahah (lifting up the text to the 
congregation) today.

Ezra had copies of the Torah written. They were taken to every Jewish community 
and placed in a synagogue in every village and town. On Monday and Thursday, Ezra 
had the elders of the town sit in the gates and use the Torah to judge between the 
people. On Monday, Thursday, and Saturday, Ezra had each community read and 
teach the Torah in synagogue. This was the moment when the Torah moved out of 
the Temple and was placed in the hands of every Jew. The Torah was now ours to 
explain and teach.

We still follow Ezra’s ruling and read the Torah weekly in synagogue. When we do, 
we begin each reading with words very much like those that Ezra used at the Water 
Gate. We begin “.”

Questions
1.	What	was	important	about	the	day	that	Ezra	read	Torah	to	the	nation?
2.	How	have	we	made	our	memory	of	that	day	part	of	our	Torah	service?
3.	How	does	knowing	this	story	help	us	to	point	our	hearts	when	we	hear	or	say	the	Torah	blessings?
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 __________________________________________________ .�

 _________________________ .�

 _________________________ .3

  _________________________ .4

 _________________________ .5

 _________________________ .6

 _________________________ .7

 _________________________ .8

Fill in the Missing Words
Fill in the missing word in these phrases from the evening service. 

Answers:  
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	  .�

	    .�

	  .3

	  .4

	  .5

	  .6

	  .7

	  .8

	  .9

	  .�0

	  .��

	  .��

Torah Service Practice
Practice these phrases from the Torah service youíve studied so far.
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Power Points
Spin the spinner and move. Say the word correctly and get the number of points 
in the circle. If you say the word incorrectly, move back the same number of 
spaces as the point value. You will need a spinner and markers to play this game.
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